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Answer all questions

GROUT_A

L.' (a) Define angular rnomentr.lm and torque.
Establish tJ'e fundamental equati.onJ of,

-14'--=
;l
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fr

(b)

(c)

Show that the principle-of conservatioar.
of linear momentum is invariant under
Galilean transformation;., s

Define ryoment of inertia of a bod.y about

T axis. 
- 
Estabiish the p"raUj ;.-

theorem for a 3-D bod5r; Evaluate the
moment of inertia of a unif_orrn circular
disc about a diameter.

rotational motion" 2+3=5
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Defii:tie the radius of grnation of a hody
about an axis. Ttre rnoment of inertia of a ' Furriforrn lan:ina of rnass M and, radius a
a.bout am"axis through its centre and
perpendicular to i.ts plane is ! mo,
Caicuhtb the rnoment of inertia 1, *,
circular lamina about a tangent parailef'
to any diarneter <if the lamina. Find ttre
new length of a day if the radius of the
earth is reduced to half of its present
vali:e without any change in its rnass. i0

'a" ta) Find tne equation of motibn and time
period for a partiele executing SHM.
Strow tJ:at a system executing $FIM is
a. self-conserwative system.

. ..: .:

Defrne Young's modulus, bulk r:ilodulus
and rnoduhrs of rig'rdiqy. If Y, K arrd n
represent these moduli respectively,
prove the relation

v-
I-

9nK
FIr +q) 3+7=10

{b) In what way is a compound pendulum
better ttran a simple pendulum for
determirring g at a place? Give the theory
and method for the accurate deternaina-
ticn of E using Kater's pendulum" ' 3+7=10

r.4T:-200/1S7 (Continwed )
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3. (a/ Define escape velocit5r. Find the expression
for the escape yeiocity of a body projected
frorn thre surface of the earth. Show that
tJee escape velocity from the surface of the

t=earth is "/2 tjmes the velocit5i of projection::
of an artificiai satellite orbiting close

*

around t$.e,earth. 2+6+2'L0

4" {a) Define neutral axis and bending moment
for a beam foaded af:its.f1ee:end. Obtain
ar1 ocpression for the depression of the

,, loaded end for a cantilever {neglect.the
weight of the cantilever].

1+Ti-2AOll3Z

(b) State Hooke's law, A wire is stretched by
a load applied al.ong the length of the
wire. Show that the work done per unit
volume is

1"i load x elongation
2

Tbyo wires of same radius and material
, have their lengths in the ratio 1 :2. lf
these are stretched by the same force,
find the ratio of the strain produced. in
tlre trv<r wifes" 1 +$+4= 16

2+)+6=16
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(b) .According to poiseuille, the rate of flow ofliquid through 

" opili"ry i";";;;; "l
nPr4

;'Bql
where the symbols have. their usualrneanings. Decluce tfri*--rutrtion statingthe condition under which it holdr. =-o 10

Or
Explain the molecular origin of surf,acetension. Describe the relition betweensurface tension and surfal. .rt."rg,

3+7=19

S. (o) lilhat is diffinsion? Describe the principle,constructi.on and working of a difhrsion
Fump:

(b) show that the excess pressure * *-"t::=to
bubble in r- 

'47.

surrace,"-ff ;=dr' J.ff;"; ;:bubbte and 1is tli9,i"dt"_ ;;he bubbte.rc two soap. bubbtes ;i;tt;;'#;;
(rz > ri) are in contact,,nrrJ?. radius oftheir common interface.

.Ar
Describe the- experirnental arrangementfor detennir
uri,s u to."ills"rT:":'flff *"ful*t=, 

o

F
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GRoUP-E

6" (a) Wfrat is spherical aberraticn? Can this be
minimized in case of f..vo thin lenses of

r satrxle rnediurn when placed'at a distance
apart fi'om each bthera

0r
Give the theory of interference of light. 10

. {b} Derive the van der Waa-ls' equation of
state for real gases. Mention sorne of the
defects qf thiS equation. 7+3=16

7" (o)

s
4+6=LO

Give the construction and theory af
Huygens eyepiece and show tfrat it is free
frorn spherical aberration. 10

Describe Fresnelts biprism method for
the determination.of wavelengtli of light. 10

State the basic postulates of kinetic
ttrreory of gases. Show how this theory
e>rplains Avogadro's tr5pothesis. 6+4=LO

*

(b)

E. (a-)

Or

' What is Brornrnian motion? FIow can it be
explained on the basis of kinetic theory?

3+7=1O

(b) What do you understand. by Joule-
Thomson effect? Deduce the expression
for Joule-Thomson cooling. 4+6=10

L4T-2AAtL87 (Turn Ouer J
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. 9. ,(a) Wlat is a heat engine? prove Carnot,s
theorem.

Or :'

Which particles do obey Fermi-Dirac
statisilcJ? o.J,r. ur*- Oi'."ib";i;;ffi F
accord-ing to Fermi-Dirac statistics. iiq=f O

(b) Explatn planck,s hypothesis of quantum
theory of radiation. Obtain planck,s

' radiation formula., '

10. Write short notes on any twoof tltefollowing:
LOx2=2A

(a) Solar enerry and its apptcations
.a

fb/ Newton's rings arrangement {,
{c) Gibbs phase rule

{d.} tiquefaction of gases

: (e) Ramsden eyepiece

***
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